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Language term A condensed language is a language in which words are made up of a linear chain of distinct forms and each component of meaning is represented by its own morpheme. (Chuckchi, Northeast Siberia) t*E-meyN*E-levt * E-p*E*ft -* Erk * En 1 Sg -great -head -ache -Imperfective I have a fierce headache. This example includes a word made up of five morphemes. The opposite of a very
condensed language is a very integrated language. LinguaLinks Order Information Synthetic Language Type with Morphology Primarily Using Morphological Analytic Condensation Language Typology Isolated Fusional Agglutinative Polysynthetic Oligosynthetic Morphosynt Link Activity Mention-Incrimination Mark proposal Ergative-absolutive Split ergative Austronesian Active-stative Tripartite Nominative-
absolutive Direct-inverse Ditransitive/Monotransitive Secundative Indirective Zero-marking Dependent-marking Double-marking Head-marking Null-subject from Object-from-theme V2 free word order Time-how-way-time Lexicon Color term Digit vte A condensed language is a kind of synthesized language with the form that primarily uses condensation. Words may contain different forms to determine their
meaning, but all of these forms (including body and father) remain unchanged after their alliances. This makes it easier to infer words in general when compared to ainth, allowing modifications in one or both phone phone terms or spelling of one or more forms in a word. This often leads to shortening of words, or it provides easier pronunciation. Overview The condensed language generally has a grammar
category for each element while the language of angstation has many. The term was introduced by Wilhelm von Humboldt to classify languages from a ertho esometroscom point of view. [1] It is derived from the Latin word agglutinare, which means bonding with each other. [2] The non-condensed synthetic language is the synthesizer language; Ertho ally, they combine the elements by squeezing them
together, drastically changing them in the process and taking some sense in a single app element (for example, in the Spanish word comí I ate, the -í factor carries the meaning of the first person, singly, past stress, perfect aspect, indicated mood, positive voice.) The term unmualism is sometimes used incorrectly as a word meaning to synthesize, but the term also includes angst languages. The
condensed and uninsted languages are two ends of a continuity, with different languages falling more towards the other end. For example, Japanese is generally condensed, but displays a synthetic reaction in some nonies, such as (弟, brother), from oto + hito (originally and Japanese phrases, antholy, copula, and their sub-elements undergo sound transformation. For example, kaku (書く, written) is
associated with masu (ます) and we (た, (signs of past stress)) become khakimashita (書ま⼤⼤た). A synthetic language may use esomal condensation in combination with the use of a portion of fusion features, for example in its case system (e.g., German, Dutch, and Persian). Condensation languages tend to have a high rate of factoring or ingo on each word, and very often, especially with very few
unsomeded pron words. For example, Japanese has very few unusual phrases – there are only two significant unusual phrases, and only about a dozen other phrases have only minor anologies; Luganda has only one (or two, depending on how unusually defined); while in the Quechua language, all common phrases are frequent. Korea has only ten forms of abnormal confedism except passive and
disease-causing concedied cones. Georgia is an exception; it is very condensed (with up to eight morphemes per word), but it has a significant number of unusual phrases with varying degrees of anolyses. Examples of condensed languages include: Indigenous language of the Algonquian language of the Cree Americas (also classified as multi-synthetic) Blackfoot (partly integrated) Siouan Lakota Yuchi
Athabaskan Muskogean language Que Trans-Language Aymaran Language Tupian Language Araucanian Language Salishan Language Mesoamerican Language Na Indonesian Wasteko Austronesian[3] Tagalog[citing] Malay Javanese Niger-Congo language Bantu language Igboid Language Berber Language Dravidian Tamil Kannada Telugu Malayalam Tulu Eskimo-Aleut language Aleut Language
Aleut Inuktitut Yupik Turki Turkish Azerbaijan Uzbe Kazakh Kazakh Uighur Turkmen Kyrgyz Tatar Yakut Bashkir Chuvash Tungusic Japanese language Korean Mongolian language of Caucasus language Kartvelian Northwest white language Northeast White Tibetan-Burman Language West Tibetan (both classical and standard) Mizo Lai Uralic language S Hungarian Language Estonian Basque Munda
Santali Many languages spoken by the ancient Near Eastern peoples were discontinued: Elamite [citing] Hattic Kassite [4][4]citing Lullubi [citing] Some well-built languages are notoriously discontinued , such as Esperanto, Klingon, Quenya and Black Speech. Condensation is a typological characteristic and does not imply a linguistic relationship, but there are some families of condensed languages. For
example, the pre-Ural language, the ancestor of the Ural languages, is agglutinative, and most descendant languages inherit this feature. But since condensation can arise in languages where there was previously a non-condensed typewriter and it can be lost in languages that were previously condensed, condensation as a typological characteristic cannot be used as evidence of a moving relationship
condensation language. The theory is uncertain about the Ural-Altaic proffers that have a genetic relationship with this pre-language as seen in Finnish, Mongolian and Turkish. [5] Many languages have developed condensation. This development phenomenon is called language drift. There seems to be a preferred evolution from condensed synthesized languages to the most synthesized languages, and
then to non-synthetic languages, which in turn evolve into isolated languages and from there again into unsymed synthesized languages. However, this is only a trend, and in itself a combination of trends that are observable in Grammar theory and language attrition in general, especially apocope and elision in the end. Citation reference ^ Drop, George W. (1995). The Ethnographer's Magic and other
essays in the history of anthropology. University of Wisconsin Publishing House. page 84. ISBN 0-299-13414-8. Harper, Douglas. condensation. Online dictionaries. ^ K. Alexander Adelaar; Nikolaus Himmelmann (2005). The South Island languages of Asia and Madagascar. Journalism Psychology. page 126–. ISBN 978-0-7007-1286-1. ^ Shaw, Ian; Jameson, Robert (May 6, 2002). Archaeological
dictionary. John Wiley & Sons. page 329. ISBN 9780631235835. ^ Nicholas Poppe, The Uralo-Altaic TheOry in the Light of the Soviet Linguistics Accessed 2010-04-07 Sources Bodmer, Frederick. Ed. by Lancelot Hogben. The Loom of language. New York, W.W. Norton and Co., 1944, 1972 Innovation, p. 53, 190ff. ISBN 0-393-30034-X. Taken from The process in linguistic derivation in which complex
words are formed by stringing together eromalities without changing them in spelling or phonetation For biological agglutination, see Agglutination. For the music festival, see Agglutination Metal Festival. The middle sign is in Hungary, which is widely discontinued. (The top and bottom signs are Romanian and German, respectively, both inflecting languages.) The English translation is the Ministry of Food
and Agriculture: Satu Mare County Food and Agriculture Directorate. Condensation is a language process involving derivational patterns in which complex words are formed by stringing together patterns without changing them in spelling or phoneming. The language that uses broad condensation is called a condensation language. An example of such a language is Turkish, which, for example, from
evlerinizden, or from your home, consists of morphemes ev-ler-iniz-den, which literally translates morpheme-by-morpheme as house-plural-your-from. Condensation languages often contrast both with languages where the syntax structure is expressed only in the order of words and ancils (isolated languages) and with languages in which a single element usually expresses certain types of syntax and a
single category can be a number of different accessories (as is the case in inflectional (fusional) languages. However, both integrated and isolated languages can use condensation in the most commonly used structures, and use multiple condensation in certain contexts, such as derivation words. This is the case in English, which has a numbered marker of condensation -(e) s and words derived as
shame·less·ness. The condensation factor is usually inserted regardless of the syringe boundary, for example, by adding a conyt to the syringe coda as in the English tie - relational. The condensation language also has large inventories of enclitics, which can be and are separated from the root by native speakers in everyday use. The term condensation is sometimes used more widely to point to the
eruistic process of adding a factor or other erutor to the basis of a word. This topic is handled in more detail in the section on other applications of the term. Examples of condensation languages The main article: Stop-link language Although condensation is characteristic of certain language families, this does not mean that when certain languages in a certain geographic region are unsymed, they are
necessarily related to arising species. In the past, this assumption led linguistics to propose so-called Ural-Altaic language families, including (to the largest ever proposed) Ural and Turkic languages, as well as Mongolian, Korean, Tamil and Japanese. [1] Another consideration when evaluating this proposal is that some languages, developed from pre-condensed languages, have lost their condensation
characteristics. For example, contemporary Estonian, so closely related to Finnish that the two languages are easy to understand,[2] has switched to a 100-language type. [3] (It has also lost other characteristics typical of Ural families, such as harmonical yuan.) Eurasia This section does not cite any sources. Please help improve this section by adding citations to trusted sources. Non-native material can
be challenged and removed. (October 2014) (Learn how and when to remove this template message) Examples of condensed languages include Ural languages, such as Finnish, Estonian, and Hungarian. They have a high expression of condensation in everyday use, and most words are bisyllabic or longer. Grammar information expressed in admedals in West Indus-European languages is often found in
the element. Hungary uses condensation extensively in most parts of it. The smoothies follow each other in a special order based on the role of the element, and many of the elements can be heaped, one after the other, resulting in words conveying complex meaning in the form of tight dresses. One example is fiaiéi, in which fi-root means son, the next four are separate elements, and the whole word
means [lot attribute] of his son. Cage ownership structure and the manifestation of the majority is noteworthy (note that Hungary does not use sex). Almost all Antarctic languages, such as Malay, and most Filipino languages, also belong to this category, thus allowing them to form new words from simple base forms. The Indonesian and Malay mempertanggungjawabkan words were formed by adding
active, causey and temporary additives to the action of the tanggung jawab compound, which is meant to explain. In Tagalog (and its standardized registry, the Philippines), nakakapágpabagabag (which is upsetting/disturbing) is formed from the original bagabag (upset or disquieting). Japanese, along with Korean, is also a condensed language, adding information such as singularity, passive voice, past
tension, degree of honor and cause and effect in the form of a word. Common example would be hatarakaseraretara (働かせられたら), combining cause, pass passive or potential, and conditional con a union to come to two meanings depending on the context if (the subject) was made to work ... and if (the subject) can make (the subject) work, and tabetakunakatta (⾷べたくなかった), combining desire,
singly and tension conmedism in the past means I/he/she/they don't want to eat. taberu ((theme) will eat (it)) tabetai ((theme) want to eat (it)) tabetakunai ((theme) do not want to eat (it)) tabetakunakatta ((theme) do not want to eat (it)) Turkish, along with all other Turkic languages, is another condensed language: as an extreme example, Muvaffakiyetsizleştiriciveremeyebileceklerimizdenmişsinizcesine
expression is pronounced as a word in Turkish, but it can be translated into English as if you were of people we will not be able to turn into a manufacturer of unsuccessful people (the -siniz refers to your number many form with -sin is the singly form , the same way -im the I and -imiz make it us). All Dravidian languages, including Kannada, Telugu, Malayalam and Tamil, are condensed. Condensation is
also a notable feature of the basque. For example, the union of words is done by adding different premedo certainies or premedo elements to the root of the premedo mean: dakartzat, which means I carry them, formed by the skin (which shows the current tense), kar (the root of the ekarri → bring), tza (for the number of multiples) and t (which shows the subject, in this case, I). Another example would be
declension: Etxean = Indoor where etxe = home. African All Bantu languages, such as KiKongo, IsiZulu, ChiChewa, LuGanda and Swahili. Senegambian languages such as Wolof and Fula. Igboid language. Americas Login in Spanish, English and kichwa, a discontinued language. Condensation is heavily used in most Native American languages, such as the Inuit, Nahuatl, Mapudungun, Quechua,
Tz'utujil, Kaqchikel, Cha'palaachi and K'iche languages, where a word can contain enough morphemes to convey the meaning of what would be a complex sentence in other languages. Backwards Navajo contains additives for a number of uses, but coating them in the unpredictable and and the way in which it is often referred to as a united language. [to quote] Esperanto was built to be an antho support
language built with grammar and the form of the word condensation very often. See Esperanto vocabulary. Fictional Newspeak is a fictional language in 1984 based on the sole goal of condensation, as expressed by the character Syme, All concepts that may be needed will be expressed in exactly one word[4] For example, using good root words we can form words like good (do good), plusgood (very
good), doubleplusgood (very good), and not good (bad). Words with comparative and wonderful meaning are also simplified, so better become better, and best become the best. [5] Slots As noted above, it is a typical feature of condensation languages that there is a one-to-one correspondity between the element and the type of syntax. For example, nonation may have distinct signs for quantity, case, use
of possession or combination, etc. The order of these elements is fixed; [note 1] so we can view any specific nod word or phrase in the form of a trunk followed by several inflectional slots, i.e. positions in which the inflectional element may occur. It is usually the most common case of a certain grammar category being unmarked, i.e. the corresponding additives are empty. The number of slots for a certain
part of the speech can be surprisingly high. For example, a limited Korean phrase with seven slits (inner round brackets that indicates parts of the pattern that can be ignored in some phoneming environments):[6] honor: -(eu)si (()) is used when the speaker honors the subject of the tension sentence: (waist) ss () for the action or the finished state (past); when this slot is empty, the tension line is understood
to be present (the 'ss' is pronounced 't' if it is placed behind a negative. For example, -eoss-eo is pronounced (eosseo), but -(eoss-ta) is pronounced (eotta). Please note that the same rule applies to all cases ending 'ss'.) Contrast aspect experience: (waist) ss () double the stress marker in the past which means that the object has experienced is described by the method gyth: gess () used with the first
person object only for the future defined and with the second or third person-object also for the present may occur or official past: (eu) pni (() ᄇ) shows courtesy to the (listener) indicates that the voice recalls what he observed in the past and reports in the current situation mood: skin () for statement, kka () for interrogation, out / la () for orders , ja () for suggestions, yo () for polite statements and a large
number of other mood signs can be further, passive forms and verbal causes can be derived by adding the element to the base, which can be seen as null-th slit. Although some combinations of the element are not possible (e.g. only one of the aspect slots can be filled with a non-manufactured more than 400 forms of the word can be formed from a single base. Here are a few formed slowly from the gas
'to go'; numbers that indicates which slot contains the non-empty factor: 7 (mandatory mood marker): the required -out () factor in combination with the original throttle- (가) to express the command: garage (가) 'Go!'; 7 (suggested mood marker): if we want to express the proposal instead of the command, the proposed mood marker is used: -ja () instead of -out (): ga-ja (가) 'Let's go!' 5 and 7: If the speaker
wants to show respect for the listener, he uses the polite marker -(eu)pni (()ᄇ) (in slot 5); Various mood markers can be used simultaneously (in slot 7, so after the polite tick): gap-ni-da () 'He is gone.', gap-ni-kka? (갑니까) 'Is he going?' 6: aspect recall: Jon-i jib-e ga-deo-ra (이 이가) 'I observed that John was home and now I report that to you.' 7: simply: seon-saeng-nim-i jib-e gan-da (이 이) 'Teachers are
coming home. (no respect or courtesy)' 5 and 7: courtesy to listeners: seon-saeng-nim-i jib-e gap-ni-da (이 이) or seon-saeng-nim-i jib-e ga-yo (이 이 가) 'Teachers are coming home.', 1 and 7: respect for the topic: seon-saeng-nim-i jib-e ga-sin-da (이 이 가) 'The (respected) teacher is home.' 1, 5 and 7: two types of courtesy in one sentence: seon-saeng-nim-i jib-e ga-syeo-yo (이 이 가) or seon-saeng-nim-i
jib-e ga-sip-ni-da (이 이 가) 'Teachers are coming home. (expressing respect for both listeners and teachers)' 2, 3 and 7: past forms: Jon-i hak-gyo-e ga-ss-da/gat-ta (이 이 갔) 'John went to school (and is now there).', Jon-i hak-gyo-e gass-eoss-da/gass-eot-ta (이 이 이 갔) 'John went to school (and came back).' 4 and 7: first person method: nae-ga nae-il ga-gess-da/ga-get-ta (가 가) 'I'll go tomorrow.' 4 and 7:
third person method: Jon-i nae-il ga-gess-da/ga-get-ta (이 가) 'I suppose John will go tomorrow.', Jon-i eo-je gass-gess-da/gat-get-ta (이 갔) 'I suppose John left yesterday.' Presmedo or presmedate Although most condensation languages in Europe and Asia are predominantly preststrams, bantu languages in southern Africa are known for a very complex mixture of pre-presttors, preststrams, and resyming
stars. A typical feature of the family of languages is that nonies fall into nod word classes. For each nod word class, there are specific singly and singly prest comes, which also serve as a sign of agreement between subject and subject. Furthermore, the nod word defines the premedo certains of all the words that modify it and the subject defines the premedo certains of other elements in the same phrase.
For example, the Swahili -toto (con) and -tu (people) nodles fall into grade 1, with the singly premedo prem m- and the wa-lot prestivity. The nod word -tabu (book) falls into 7th grade, with the singly premedo certain- and the prest comes from the micro-lot. [7] The following sentences can be formed: m-toto a-li-fika 'The child has arrived.' m-toto a-ta-fika 'The child will come.' wa-toto wa-li-fika children will
come.' m-tu a-li-lala 'Sleeper.' m-tu a-ta-lala 'Who will sleep.' wa-tu wa-li-lala 'Sleeping People.' wa-tu wa-ta-lala 'Those who will sleep.' ki-tabu ki-li-anguka 'The fallen book.' ki-tabu ki-ta-anguka 'The book will fall.' The books will fall.' yu-le 1sg-that m-tu 1sg-person m-moja 1sg-one m-refu 1sg-tall a-li 1sg-he-past y-e 7sg-7sg-1 'That one tall person who read that long book.' wa-le 1pl-that wa-tu 1pl-person
soma 7sg-read ki-le 7sg-that long book.' wa-le 1pl-that wa-tu 1pl-people wa-wili 1pl-hai wa-refu 1pl-tall wa-li 1pl-he-past (w)-o 7pl-rel.-it en-soma 7pl-read en-le 7pl-that vi-tabu 7pl-book en-refu 7pl-long 'Those two tall people who read those long books.' wa-wili 1pl-hai wa-refu 1pl-high wa-refu 1pl-high In the context of dosing linguistics American linguistics Joseph Harold Greenberg in his 1960 paper
proposed using the so-called discontinued index to calculate a digital value that allows a researcher to compare the degree of condensation of different languages. [8] For Greenberg, condensation means that the forms are connected with little or no modification. [9] A ingest is believed to be automatic if it has a single surface form (ingested), or if its surface form is defined by phonem rules kept in all similar
cases in that language. [10] A moment of transformation - a place in a word where two forms meet - is considered condensation when both morphemes included are automatic. The stop out index is equal to the average rate of the number of time of condensation with the number of times of transformation. The high-value languages of the condensation index are condensed and with the low values of the
condensation index are ainsted. In the same paper, Greenberg proposed several other indicators, many of which turned out to be related to the study of condensation. The synthetic index is the average number of morphemes per word, with the lowest imaginable value equal to 1 for isolated languages (analyses) and actual values that rarely exceed 3. The double index is equal to the average number of
root morphemes per word (as opposed to derivational and inflectional morphemes). Derivational, inflectional, presectional and presectional indicators correspond to the average number of derivational and inflectional morphemes, premedo certainies and premedo%. Here's the sample value table:[11] synthetic discontinuation combining Swahili presttor 0.67 2.56 1.00 0.03 0.31 0.45 0.16 Turkish speaking
Turkey 0.67 1,175 1.04 0.06 0.38 0.00 0.44 Turkish writing 0.60 2.33 1.00 0.11 0.43 0.00 0.54 Yakut 0.51 2.5 17 1.02 0.16 0.38 0.00 0.53 Greek 0.40 0.40 1.82 1.02 0.07 0.37 0.02 0.42 English 0.30 1.67 1.67 1.00 0.09 0.32 0.02 0.38 Inuit 0.03 3.70 1.00 0.34 0.47 0.00 0.73 Phonetor and a one-to-one relationship between an accessory and its grammar function can be somewhat complicated by processes
active in the For example, the following two phonetical phenomena appear in many Ural and Turkic languages: the subsymcternity transition, which means that there is an alternation between certain pairs of subsyming clusters so that a member of the pair appears at the beginning of an open syyringe and one at the beginning of a closed syyringe; (in Ural languages) er00m subtitles: the process is similar
but different from above, assuation of an insy with no final invoice; (in some Turkic languages) harmonizes, which means that only specific sublayer of the coexisting phonelogy exists in an unso complex word. Some examples from Finnish illustrate how these two rules and other phonem processes lead to a shift from the basic one-to-one relationship between their forms and syntax and synology functions.
No phone phonem rules are applied in the declension of the 'home' talo. However, the second example illustrates some types of phone phonem phenomena. [13] talo 'house' märkä paita 'a wet shirt' roots contained the subsymcient phrases -rk- and -t-talo-n 'of the house' märä-n paida-n'of a wet shirt' gradation submingient: genitive -n pre-synyming; rk -&gt; r, t-&gt;d talo-ssa 'indoors' märä-ssä paida-ssa'in a
wet shirt' harmonizes: a word that contains ä may not contain the yuan a, o, u; an allomorph of the end inessive -ssa / ssä used talo-i-ssa 'indoors' mär-i-ssä paido-i-ssa'in wet shirt ' phonem rules also imply different phonetical changes when marking multiples -i- meet an original-final negative Extremes Can build artificially extreme examples of condensation, without practical use, but illustrates the
theoretical ability of grammar to stop ending. This is not a question of long words, because some languages allow infinite combination with compound words, negative clitics or so on, which can be (and are) expressed with an analytical structure in actual use. English is capable of condensing morphemes of German origin only, such as un-whole-some-ness, but generally the longest words are assembled
from forms of latin or ancient Greek origin. A good example is antidisestablishmentarianism. Condensed languages often have derivational adenses that are more complex than isolycing languages, so they can do the same to a much greater extent. For example, in Hungarian, a word like elnemzetietleníthetetlenségnek, meaning for [purpose] undenationalizationability can be found for practical use. [14] In
the same way, there are words that make sense, but are probably never used as legeslegmegszentségteleníttettethetetetlenebbjeitekként, which means that like most people can't undulating your most, but it's hard to decipher even for native speakers. Using inflectional condensation, they can be expanded. For example, the official Guinness World Record is the Finnish
epäjärjestelmällistyttämämättömyydellänsäkänköhän I wonder if - even with his / quality has been made unsystematized. It is derived from epäjärjestelmällistyttämättömyys as the root and is prolonged with inflectional finishes -llänsäkäänköhän. However, the word is not technically unusual, because -kään is also used only in negative clauses, but -kö (question) only in question clauses. A very popular
Turkish condensation is Çekoslovakyalılaştıramadıklarımızdanmışsınız, which means you are one of those people that we cannot convert into Czechoslovakia. On the other side, Afyonkarahisarlılaştırabildiklerimizdenmişsinizcesine is a longer word that does not surprise people and means As if you were one of those we were able to make like those from Afyonkarahisar. A recent addition to the statement
was accompanied by the introduction of the following word in Turkish muvaffakiyetsizleştiricileştiriverembileceklerimizdenmişsinizcesine, means something like (you're talking) as if you were one of those people that we can't turn into a producer of unsuccessful people (someone who un-educates people to make them unsuccessful). Georgia is also a very condensed language. For example, the word
gadmosakontrrevolucieleblebisnairebisatvisaco (გადმოსაკონტრრევოლუციელებლებისნაირებისათვისაცო) means (someone is not specified) saying that it is also for those who like those who need to be again / back counter-revolutionized. Aristophanes Assemblywomen's comedy includes the Greek word
λοπαδοτεμαχοσελαχογαλεοκρανιολειψανοδριμυποτριμματοσιλφιοκαραβομελιτοκατακεχυμενοκιχλεπικοσσυφοφαττοπεριστεραλεκτρυονοπτοκεφαλλιοκιγκλοπελειολαγῳοσιραιοβαφητραγανοπτερύγων, a fictional dish named with a word that lists its ingredients. It was created to ridicule a tendency for long compounds in Greek attics at the time. [to quote] The Slavic language is not considered unmeded but a
united. However, extreme origins similar to the languages found in typical condensation languages exist. A well-known example is the Bulgarian word непротивоконститузиослователствувайте, which means not speaking against the constitution and secondly not to act against the constitution. It consists of only three sources: против against, конститузия constitution, a word for lending and therefore no
internal composition of it and слово word. The rest are morphemes bound for singly (не, a proclitic, if not written separately in the phrase), intensifier nod (-ателств), the conversion of nod words-to-pronm (-ува), the obligatory mood of the second person numbered multiple endings (-йте). It was quite unusual, but found some usage, such as the press headlines on July 13, 1991, the day after the current
Bulgarian constitution was adopted with much controversy, debate and even scandal. Use of the words agglutinare and agglutinare The words agglutinare, 'to glue together'. Print Print these words have been used since 1836, when the work was published after the death of Wilhelm von Humboldt Über die Verschiedenheit des menschlichen Sprachbaues und ihren Einfluß auf die geistige Entwicklung des
Menschengeschchlechts [lit.: On the differences of the building of human language and its effect on the spiritual development of mankind] introduced the division of language into isolation , inflectional, agglu[15] Especially in some older documents, agglumation is sometimes used as a semia meaning to synthesize. In that case, it consists of what we call condensation and inflectional language, and it is a
word contrary to the meaning of analysis or isolation. Besides the obvious raw word dynamics (after all, the inflectional ending is also glued to the trunk), this more general use is just as just by the fact that the difference between condensed and inflectional languages is not a sharp one, as we have seen. In the second half of the 19th century, many linguistics believed that there was a cycle of natural
language evolution: functional words of the isolated type were glued to their inputs, so that the language became condensed; the estuals later become united through negative processes, and what appears to be an inflectional language; Final inflectional endings are often dropped in quick speech, inflection is ignored and language goes back to this kind of isolation. [16] The following passage from God
(1960) clearly shows the full range of meaning that the word condensation can have. (Condensation...) consisting of welds together of two or more terms that constantly occur as a syntagmatic group into a single unit, which becomes difficult or impossible to analyze afterwards. Condensation has many different forms. In French, welding becomes a complete synthetic reaction. Latin hanc horam 'at this hour'
is the unit of status from French encore. Tous jours old French became toujours, and dès jà ('from now') déjà ('already'). In English, on the other hand, in addition to rare combinations such as farewells from God being with you, berries from Welsh seeds, windows from the wind-eyed (O.N. vindauga), the units that make up the form of condensation retain their identity. Words like blackbird and beefeater are
a different kettle of fish; they retain their units but their final meaning is not entirely inferable from these units. (...) Saussure preferred to distinguish between compound words and combinations that are actually synthesized or condensed. [17] Condensation language in natural language processing In natural language processing, richly formed languages poses problems of a rather different kind than
language isolation. In the case of condensation language, the main obstacle lies in the large number of word forms that can be obtained from a single root. As we have seen, the creation of these forms of words is somewhat complicated by the linguistic processes of the particular language. Although the one-on-one relationship is fundamental between form and Function uns broken in Finnish, the Institute
of Competent Organizations for the Languages of Finland (Kotus) lists 51 types of declension for Finnish nodular, ad an admity, adnolyphin, and digits. Even more problems occur with the recognition of word forms. Modern linguistic methods are primarily based on corpora extraction; however, when the number of word forms can be large, any corpus will necessarily contain only a fraction of them. Hajič
(2010) claims that computer space and power are so cheap nowadays that all possible word forms can be created in advance and stored in a form of a lexicon list all possible explanations of any form of word. (The data structure of the vocabulary must be optimized for quick and efficient search.) According to Hajič, it is the orientation of these forms of words that is difficult (more for non-selected
languages, where ambiguity is higher than for condensed languages). [18] Other authors do not share Hajič's view that space is problem-free and instead of listing all possible forms of words in a vocabulary, word analysis is performed by modules that attempt to divide the surface into a sequence of forms that occur in order allowed by the language. The problem of such an analysis is that a large number of
morpheme boundaries are typical for condensed languages. A word of an inflectional language has only one ending and therefore the number of possible units of a word enters the base and ends up just linear with the length of the word. In a condensation language where several afteres are hooked at the end of the word, the number of different units that must be tested for consistency is large. This
approach has been used for example in the development of a system for Arabic, where condensation occurs when articles, premedo premedoms, and interminglings are connected to the following word and the parnom is connected to the previous word. See Grefenstette et al. (2005) for more details. See also Condensation Language Anthology Notes ^ Exceptions may exist in a language that requires
some accessories to go in an unexpected slot. References ^ Bernard Comrie: Introduction, pages 7 and 9 in Comrie (1990). For example, the Turkic language family is a well-established language family, as is every Uralic, Mongolian and Tungusic family. What is controversial, however, is whether these individual families are as relevant as members of a larger family. The possibility of an Altaic family,
including Turkic, Mongolian, and Tungusic, is widely accepted, and some scholars would support increasing their size by adding some or all of the Urals, Koreans and Japanese. , in J. H. Greenberg (eds.): Universals of language, MIT Press, Cambridge, Mass., 1963, pages 73–112) shows if a language with the last order of the admed word (i.e. if 'man sees the woman' is literally expressed as 'the man that
the woman saw'), then most likely it will also have premedo words instead of premedu words (i.e. 'in the house' will be expressed as 'house in') and it will have genitives before the nod word (i.e. the 'cat house' model rather than 'cat's house'). So if we find two languages that occur to share features: the last word order of the premedo word, prenominal prenominal, then the appearance of these features is
not evidence for genetic related. Many previous attempts at establishing widespread genetic relationships suffered precisely from the failure to take this property of typological models into account. So the fact that turkic languages, Mongolian languages, Tungusic languages, Koreans and Japanese share all these features is not evidence of their genetic connection (although it is possible, of course, there
may be other similarities, not related to recurrent typological models , which establishes genetic related). ^ Personal communication with Matti Palomäki, circa 2001. See also a discussion on UniLang UniLang Archived March 16, 2015 at Wayback Machine. Lehečková (1983), page 17:Flexivní typ je nejvýrazněji zastoupen v estonštině. Projevuje se kongruencí, nedostatkem posesivních sufix, větší
homonymií a synonymií a tolika alternacemi, že se figure mluvit o rzných deklinacích. Koncovky jsou většinou fonologicky redukovány, takže ztrácejí slabičnou samostatnost. Orwell, George (1949). 1984. New York: Harcourt. Orwell, George (1949). Nineteen Eighty-Four, Appendix: Newspeak Principles, pages 309–323. New York: Plume, 2003.Pynchon, Thomas (2003). Foretho for Centennial to Nineteen
Eighty-Four, page vii–xxvi . New York: Plume, 2003.Fromm, Erich (1961). Afterword to Nineteen Eighty-Four, pages 324–337. New York: Plume, 2003.Orwell's text has a Selected Bibliography, p. 338–9; foretho few words and words after each contain additional references. Copyright is explicitly expanded to digital and any other medium. The Plume version is a reprint of a hardcover by Harcourt. The
Plume version is also available in a Signet version. ^ Nam-Kil Kim: Korean, p. 890–897 in Comrie (1990). ^ The first twelve examples are taken from Fromkin et al. (2007) p. 110, with the following adjustments: I changed sentences, originally in the present perfect tension (with the marker -me-) into simple past tense sentences (-li); I also changed the theme of the last four sentences from -kapu 'basket' to
tabu 'book', falling into the same class. The last two examples are taken from Benji Wald: Swahili and Bantu Language, page 1002 at Comrie (1990). For the 7th grade prestimation, see Mwana Simba Archived May 4, 2011 at Wayback Machine, Chapter 16 Archived March 26, 2011 at Wayback Machine. For the past watch Chapter 32 Archive April 7, 2011 at Wayback Machine and Dynamic Generator from
the Archive July 21, 2011 at Machine. ^ A dosing approach to the erdo type of language ^ Denning et al. (1990), page 12. ^ Surprisingly, Greenberg does not consider the English morpheme-s to be automatic. Indeed, the alternation between phone phoneme perceptions -s, -z and -ez is automatic, but there are other cases, although rarely, when the numbered morpheme is -en, -∅ etc. See Denning et al.
(1990), page 20. ^ Greenberg only calculates indicators from a single paragraph of 100 words per language. The values in the table are taken from Luschützky (2003), page 43; they were compiled from Greenberg (1954) and from Warren Crawford Cowgill: A Search for Universals in Indo-European Diachronic Morphology, Universals of Language, MIT Press, Cambridge (Massachusetts), 1963, p. 91–113.
^ Examples can be examined using a Finnish ertho form analyzer. ^ Note that there are no articles in Finnish, so the use of a/the in English translation is arbitrary. ^ Used for example in Dr. József Végváry's book: És mégsem mozog ... ^ The division is attributed to Humboldt in Luschützky (2003), p. 17. The date comes from Michael Losonsky (editor): Wilhelm von Humboldt: on language, p. xxxvi (available
via googlebooks). ^ Vendryes (1925), p. 349, mentioned this hypothesis as obsolete, saying, saying, saying that all three types of processes are present at the same time. According to Vendryes, supporters of this hypothesis would include A. Hovelacque: La linguistique, Paris 1888; F. Misteli: Charakteristik der hauptsächlichsten Typen des Sprachbaus, Berlin 1893; and finally A. H. Sayce: Introduction to
Language Science, 2 Vols., 3rd edition London 1890. Compare lehečková (2003), pages 18-19, a paragraph closer to the original concept of separate stages. Lord (1960), p. 160. ^ Hajič (2010), Summary:However, it is not the form itself (even for unm variable or condensed languages) that is causing headaches - with inexpensive space and power today, simply listing all thinkable forms in an appropriately
hashed list is o.k. – but it's a matter of orientation, which seems to be harder for rich errbural languages (perhaps more surprising for those who are not suitable than those who discontinue) than for those who analyze. Bibliography Kimmo Koskenniemi &amp; Lingsoft Oy: Finnish Ero form analyst, Lingsoft Language Solutions, 1995-2011. Bernard Comrie (editing): The World's Major Languages, Oxford
University Press, New York – Oxford 1990. Keith Denning, Suzanne Kemmer (eds.): Language: selected works by Joseph H. Greenberg, Stanford University Publishing House, 1990. Selected sections are available on googlebooks. Victoria Fromkin, Robert Rodman, Nina Hyams: Introduction to languages, Thompson Wadsworth, 2007. Joseph H. Greenberg: A dosing approach to the eruistic type type of
language, 1960. Available through JSTOR and at Denning et al. (1990), pages 3-25. Beyond also have a good a short short Gregory Grefenstette, Nasredine Semmar, Faïza Elkateb-Gara: Modification of a natural language processing system for European languages for the treatment of Arabic in information processing and information retrieval applications, calculation methods to Semitic languages -
Yearnian Workshop, University of Michigan 2005, pages 31-38. Available at [1]. Jan Hajič: Reliving History: the beginnings of statistical and linguistic machine translation with rich erth form, IceTAL'10 The Year of the 7th International Conference on Progress in Natural Language Processing, Springer-Verlag Berlin, Heidelberg, 2010. The summary is available at [2]. Helena Lehečková: Úvod do
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